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EURO-COMMUNISM

-- HOW ZBIG A

ROBERT TAFT , JR.
It has been a 10
of the conduct of Am .
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no contingency plans for th ro ems and have had
ac cura t e l
' has been att
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u~ d ers t andlng, public apathy or the
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tlcal institution of divided power. c~~r~~a~~11leaders and people now are being asked t
1
' .
0 p ay
a :017 1n a new nat10nal security development.
Th1s 1S the emergence of what is being called
"E';lro-:cornrnunism." It is a new challenge to the
th1nk1ng and strategems of those trying to guide
the u.s. role in world affairs.
This came sharply into focus at the
meeting of the Trilateral Commission, which I
attended in Bonn, Germany, on October 23, 24
and 25 of this year. The choice of conference
location was happenstance, but interesting.
Hopefully, it was not coincidental, for at the
Redoute Palace in Godesberg, near Bonn, where
the Commission conference was held, British
Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain met for discussions on September 22, 1938, with Adolf Hitler.
Preliminary to the sell-out of Czechoslovakia,to
the Nazis at Munich just one week later. If 1t
was not an ominous shadow looming over the session,
some of our discussion mirrored at times the
gathering clouds and power of that era. To
me this seemed foreboding at an evening banquet
at Godesberg Castle . Perched on a rock, looming over the town and the Rhine, the castle
l~ modQrnized and unrefined vestige of the late
Renaissance. The Reduute, on the other hand,
is a very lovely and fully restored nineteenth
century residence, where the Fe deral Republic
of Ge:many holds many con ferences. In October,
~he Clty of Bonn and its surroundings were,
1ndeed, lovely and attractive, resting on the
banks of the wide and beautiful river, golden
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i~ the glow of autumn, modern and prosperous,
w1thout the overbearing size or activity of
larger capitals.

The feeling of the time in Europe was
interesting and contradictory. The recent valorous
capture of the terrorists by the German security
forces in Moyadishu, Somalia, had occurred only
a week previously.
It remained in the forefront
of the minds of all West Germans, leader and citizen alike. The bravery and the success of the
operation were partly overshadowed by the murder
of the businessman, Hans Martin Schleyer, as well
as the obvious internal security weakness reflected in the simultaneous prison suicides of
the three leaders of the Baader-Meinhof Ga ng.
Remaining was general recognition that the problem of terrorism in Europe and the world is far
from being solved. There was deep concern with
the nihilist "politics of hate," which it reprt:;sents. But in traditionally authority-respect1ng
Germany, there was perplexity as to w~y it shou ld
prosper there. Aside fr~m the.t~rror1sm probl:m,
a relatively calm domest1c pol1t1cal scene pro .
vided a stable base for discussions at t~e Comm1ssion meetings, but the tightest of.secur1ty was
maintained throu~hout our stay. D;sc~~et~ ~U~ith
nevertheless omn1pres ent were the Po 1ze~~ h d
uns slung over the shoulder and po 1S 7
tomm
hOls~e~ at ' hip. They seemed very young~ra~~o1n
their green bl~uSestha~d thaanrd~~~~se~~'b~ing back
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tlve:; from -t;hg n.s. 6~ from nortnern }:: uropo,
from Japan and ove r
d ' background fro m . a
the participants rangef1~tate to a Norweg: an
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to
National cororo1tteebroadcasting corporat1°~·tion
tor of a Japanese
. common was a conv1C
What little most ha~ 1n. n and communication
that improved coord1nat1o
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between North Americans, Northern Europeans and
Japanese is necessary to the well-being of the
free world.
The Conunission has been called a urich
man's club " from the power s ·tructure and cri·ticized
because it is comprised of men and women with past
or present governmental and business connections
in their three industrialized regions of the world.
To a degree, the characterization may be warranted
because it turns on the circumstance that one of
the founders was David Rockefeller, Chairman of
the Board of -Chase Manhattan Bank, with original
membership drawn from simularly placed men of
influence and position from the other nations .
This has brought charges of "special world investment" interests . In operation, ,however, rather
than being protective of such interests, the output of the Conunission has reflected repeatedly
conviction that the present international system
must be changed to accommodate increasingly insistent needs of nonindustrialized nations for
a greater share in the world's wealth,and,progress. This was repeated at the meet1ng 1n
Bonn.
It should be understood that the Trilateral Commission is entirely n~n-government~:
in nature and is financed exclus1vely fr~m pr1
vate sources from the represented countr1es·
,
with the exception of certain legislators, p,ubl ~c
officials in executive positi~ns,do not(T~:mya~~ve
,
rob
of the Comm1SS10n. '
as act:ve me ers
f absence and welcomed back
been g1ven ~ leave 0 h service.)
Inevitably,
after a per10d of sfucthe recent developments as
h owever , because 0 f the American de 1 ega t'10n ,
~o formA: m~robers 0
n iven much notoriety
the Comm1sS10n has bee g~h;S has occurred bel
- Georg1a,
,
and resu lt 1'ng prob ems. r - of
James
cause the former govern°
of the Commission
became a me rob er
,
Earl Carter,
, 1973
I take the view th1s
at its outset 1n
.
'ratorial
But after
t
e not consp1
.
was happens a~c,
C ter called on no less
becoming preS1den~, tharcommission to serve in

~~~na~:i~~:~~~~i~n

inethe fields of foreign
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and economic affairs.

These included :

WHITE HOUSE:
National Security Adviser
Economic Adviser
DIPLOMATIC POSTS:
Ambassador to the United Nations
U.S. Representative for the United
Nations' Law of the Sea Conference
Ambassador to Italy
Head of the American Mission to
China
DEPARTIl1ENT OF DEFENSE:
Secretary of Defense
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
Director
DEPARTMENT OF STATE:
Secretary of State
Deputy Secretary of State
Undersecretary of State for Economic
Affairs
Undersecretary of State of Security
Affairs
Assistant Secretary for East Asian
and Pacific Affairs
Co~negotiator for the Panama Canal
Treaty
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY:
SQcr~trlry of the Treasurv
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
Deputy Secretary for Monetary Affairs

Thus, a little-known organization suddenly " arrived."
Suspicions of conspiracy voiced by a number of
journalists have been set out in various articles
recently introduced in the congressional Record
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~~t~~~g~~s~~an LarrY.M~Donald,

detailing fully the
. ose SUSp2c2ons. They seem silly and
unsu~stant2ated. A logical explanation is that in
serv2~g on th7 Commission, Jimmy Carter made by
f~r h1s most 2mportant contacts in the international
f1eld.
By its original makeup and design, the
Commission membership included many who were competent and informed in the area of foreign affairs
not serving at that time in the Nixon and Ford administrations. The membership of the Commission
in its u.s. delegation has never reflected any
particular party affiliation. A number of officeholders of the former administrations have recently joined or rejoined the Commission.
Including such persons as Gerald Parsky, former
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for International Affairs; John Sawhill, former Federal
Energy Administrator: former administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency, Russell Train:
former Assistant Secretary of - the Treasury, P a ul
Volcker; and Caspar Weinberger, former Secretary
of Health, Education and Welfare, to name just
a few.
They are hardly dupes for a financial
power conspiracy by scions of an "eastern
establishment. "
The Commission has not been operating
since 1973, and in that period it has published
no less than eighteen reports on matters taken
up and d iscussed at its meeting. These reports
are prepared for meeting d iscussion by appointe d
task forces, generally comprised of three academicians and scholars, one from each of the Trilateral groups. The views expressed in the
reports are always identified as representing
only the views of the rapporteurs and not of
the Commission. The Commission itself has never
taken formal positions. After the discussion,
rapporteurs are free to, and often - do, revise
their papers to reflect suggestions from the
discussions. Most papers are then published
by the Commission solely as the authors' view,
but with opportunity for dissent or comments
by members of the same publication. A like
policy is to be followed with regard to the papers
discussed at Bonn, and specifically to the -last
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paper dealing with Euro-Communism·.
In quite a number of instances in the
past, ideas surfaced or implemented in the Commission
reports and discussions have been offered to responsible government officials of the countries
involved. Some have been reflected in later government policies. A specific instance was the proposal to sell off a portion of the international
monetary fund's gold stock to help developing nations.
Another was the support for the so-called "Third
Window Plan" under which .the developed industrial
nations are helping to subsidize interest on development loans charged by the world bank .
Generally,
the effect of the efforts of the Commission has
been to encourage the industrialized nations to
closer cooperation with' each other in meeting
the needs of the developing world. Thus, an
East-West Overview paper presented at the Bonn
meeting was a somewhat new departure for the
Commission. For the first time it was a major
venture into questions bordering on national
securi ty , an are-a which had been more or less
foresworn up to that time · because of the presumed distaste of the Japanese participants for
discussing arms questions. Therefore, the subject
in itself mirrored a change of attitude of the
Japanese partici~ants that has been developing
over the four years of meetings'. At the outset
of the Commission there was a great deal of reserve and uncertainty on the part of the Japanese
members as to their role and the benefits of the
exercise except in relation to certain economic
and trad~ matters.
This has changed materially,
especially during the last meetings in Tokyo,
in January, and in Bonn, when vocal and provoca~
tive positions have been· taken by J a panese part1cipants. This' testifies to a degree of succes~
.
in accomplishing a goal of the Trilateral CommlsslO n
a:;) uL 1 l::llnc:1l1y conceived.
The report presented a n~er of h~ghly
. 1 national security and 1nternat1onal
controvers1a.
h
t oop withdrawal
relations questlons, suc fa~nt~rnational terrorism.
fr om Korea and prob~ems 0
ld ut to be the question
The most controvers1al turne 0
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as to how Trilateral nations represented should react
to Euro-Communism. Almost everyone is familiar with
the term by now. It describes the 'g rowth of strong
minority Communist parties within the parliamentary
democratic systems of Italy, France, 'S pain and
Portugal. It is distinguished from Titoism, which
came about after a Soviet Marxist-Leninist government had seized power by force, but then split with
Moscow on foreign policy.
These four newly transformed minority
parties seem likely to increase in strength to
a point where through constitutional processes they
can participate in and perhaps even ultimately
control governments. The current strength of
these four Communist parties can be judged by
their last electoral results. They were as
follows:
FRANCE:

73 of 490 seats in the
assembly, with 21.3 % of
the popular vote in 1973,
with notable gains in local
elections since;

ITALY:

228 of 630 seats in the
Chamber of Deputie's , with
34.4% of the popular vote
in 1976:

PORTUGAL: 40 · of 263 seats in the
parliament, with 14.?%
of the popular vote ~n
1975; and
, SPAIN:

Legalized in 1977, the
party won only 20 seats
out of 3S0, with 9% of
the popular vote in
June.

Similar embryonic movements have appeared in the
United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany
and Gree'c e .
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contradicts traditional Marxist-Leninist dogma of
overthrow by revolution and rule of the proletariat.
The shift presents studied questions to those in
the west who fear both the effect on the free world
nations and relationships with the soviet Union and
some of its satellites. The fear of the Soviets is
of the independence and dispersion of Communist
thought more than the freedom of the west. To
them the danger is of this occurring through the
acceptance by Communists in western Europe of
nationalistic and independent views of their
nation's futures, even within a Marxist framework. hs controversial as the question of appro priate western reaction to the phenomenon of
Euro-Communism appears to be the definition of
the term, C. L. Sulzberger, who attended the
sessions of the Commission, writing in the New
York Times of November 6, 1977, noted that it
"Really, in fact, doesn't even exist, except as
a misleading code word." Sulzberger quotes
Secretary of State Vance on the subject as
follows:
"It is misleading and incorrect
to lump together the various
Communist movements in Europe
that are striking out along
different roads from Moscow.
They are different and separate
parties as in Yugoslavia,
Italy, Spain and France. We
must move away from the habit
of simply calling them 'EuroCommunists. '"
By contrast, others, such as J a y Lovestone, recently retired as a Director of International Affairs for the AFL-CIO, cites soviet
press support for the movements and classifies
all s ut;ll CVl1Ulluni~t po.rt.ie5 Q:3 ha.ving co~on g07 1 s;:
of ridding Europe of U.S. influence and 1solat1ng
West Germany as a European power., A di~fere~t
view is reflected by Le onard Sil~ s art~cle ~n
the November 3, 1977, New York T~mes. He wr~tes
of the Italian Communist party as follows:
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"Mr. Be rlinguer's EuroCommunists
are themselves critical of the
ineffi ciency of government and
say they do not favor further
nationalization of industry.
Instead , they say they would
return some government controlled industries to the privat e s ector . .
"The Italian Communists strike
many observers here as not knowing where they want to go or
how to get there. They reject
the Soviet model of Communism
but also reject the western
capitalist model.
"Yet they still pay allegiance
to Moscow . Defensive about
confusion of what they stand
for, Mr. Berlinguer said recently that IEuro-Communism
is a movement of ideas so great
that it cannot be linked to
week-by-week event.'
'Italian Communist positions
are so clear that there can
be no confusion,' he added.
'Our relations (with Moscow)
have always been and are
normal now, as is the independence of our position.
For us, independence means
being present everywhere to
make our views known.' II
II

Against these conflicting views, portions of the
report which raised the Euro-Communist issue most
sharply are worth reading in detail. They state
as follows:
" In Italy and F rance, while inflati.on

and recession have favored the growth of leftwing opposition to conservative governments in
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general and of Communist influence in particular.
They have nowhere created a climate of revolutionary crisis. They have, therefore, not reversed
but accelerated the evolution of the Communist
parties of both countries to an unprecedented commitment to western democratic principles: a solemn
rejection of the Soviet model of one-party rule
and of the Leninist formula of the "dictatorship
of the proletariat " for western Europe, an equally
binding vow to preserve all democratic freedoms,
including the freedom to oppose a Communist government and to overthrow it in free elections -- all
these laid down in the resolutions of party congresses and publicized accordingly. Correspondingly, those parties have rejected all Soviet
suggestions for a revolutionary strategy in the
west, even obtaining reluctant Soviet agreement
to a formula sanctioning their strategic autonomy at the East Berlin conference of European
Communist parties held in June, 1976.
"This does not mean, however, that the
situation in those countries holds no danger for
the future of the western alliance. The danger
is not so much that the communists would break
their word once they are 'in power' -- they are
not the strongest party in Italy and far fro~'t'
being it in France, and could only enter coa ~ ~on
governments in which their allies w~u~d layfdown
h
did in post-war coal~t~ons 0
terms, as t ey,
d
that their 'reformist'
1945-47 -- nor ~s the anger
d'
1 comleaders would be o~erthrown ~y mO~~rr~h~C~hange
petitors under Sov~et prompt~ng,
f adjustis the result of,a lon~i~~~~sPI~c:s~o~_revolutionary
ment to democrat~c con formed not just a few
situation that has trans , rity of the communist
leaders, b~t the ~a~~e ~~~iet authority has be~n
rank and flle, an
e the ears. The da~ger,~s
eroded pro£ound~y over
co~unist partic~pat~on
rather that an ~mp~r~ant overnments in either or
in democrat~c coal~t~o~d~ce their cooperation in
both countr~es would r
11y in common western
the NATO alliance an~ ge~~r~estern capacity for
olicies, and ~ould ~~p~~ __ and hope of such ~
,
P 'ted action in a cr~s~s
on for the Sov~ets
un~
well be one reas
development may
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reluctant acceptance of the 'Euro- Communist' strategy.
Though both Communist parties have committed themselves to accept continued participation in the
alliance if they should join their respective governments, the general outlook of the French party remains bitterly opposed to the policy of the alliance.
To close cooperation with the united States or
Federal Germany, and to any closer integration
in the European community. The Italian Communists,
by contrast, have long been convinced supporters
of the community and genuinely accept the need
for NATO in order to maintain a balance of power
in Europe while the Warsaw Pact exists: in particular, they regard NATO as a poten't ial protection
against Soviet military intervention as practiced
in Czechoslovakia in 1968, and their leaders and
the majority of their rank and file would probably
prove good 'NATO patriots' in case of a similar
intervention in neighboring Yugoslavia. But even
they are active supporters of Soviet 'anti-imperialist '
policies in the Middle East and Africa, and might
cause serious difficulties for the use of Italian
NATO bases in a conflict in those areas.
"In our view, then, western Europe is
in no danger of a partial Communist takeover, either
by revolution or by stealth. weste:n,democracy has,
proved sufficiently stable and suff~c~entlY attract~ve
to the west European masses to outl~ve both decades
of Communist propaganda and a serious economic recession. The principal weakness of western Europe
lies rather in the lack of international political
cohesion . . . " (Excerpts from East-West Overview,
pages 37 (in part), 38 and 39 (in part). Report
of the Trilateral Commission task force on eastwest relations, October, 1977.)
The dilemma pointed out by this statement of the problem will require well-determined
positions by the United States, the United Kingdom and West Germany, especially with regard to
NATO membership and European economic community
decisions. The report points out the key question:
" Should they isolate such coalition of
governments if they do come about or seek to weaken
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them politically and economically? Or should they,
given the presence of certain internal safeguard s,
seek to promote the process of democratic integration that has so far brought the Communists out of
their former self-isolation to the threshho1d of
government participation, by drawing them into consultation on common western policies and ' helping
them in the economic stabilization of their
countries?"
(p. 101, id.)
Events are outstripping ideas. Just the
week before last, the king of Spain discussed the
problem with Spanish Communist leaders and last
week, the fallen Portuguese government 'was examining Communist ter~s for cooperation in forming
a new coalition. The rapporteurs commented further:
"We believe that the first two policies
(isolation or attrition) would be bound to fail
with severe damage for the western cause, while
the third is fraught with considerable risks but
also offers serious chance of success . . . "
(p.
101, id.)
While arguments for or against the position of the rapporteurs may not be identified as
to individuals, the European author of the report,
Professor Richard Lowenthal, a former professor
at the University of Berlin and a visiting professor
at numerous u.S. universities over the years, was
charged with defending them. Other participan ts
included delegates from the United States who are
now members of the Carter administration and oth ers
who were members of past administrations. The
Americans mostly took strong issue ~ith the. lan guage
in question and indicated concern w~th poss~b~e
unfavorable ramifications, both with ~he publ~~aof the report in this form and w1th purSu1ng
'
t 10n
F
d ith this assault,
thc course suggested.
a ce wd t
but i t WAS
changes of language were af~~~s a~d the ir supporters
made clear tha~ the r~~~~~ position abjuring
would ~ot ~ban onl,a Swith Euro-c6mmunism by
ostrac1Sm 1n dea 1ng
the western powers.
ust e x aIn arriving at a position, we m
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mine the reali ties . Wh ile we might avoid the question
entirely, the chances do not appear good at present.
Most of the Europeans with whom I talked at Bonn
were pessimistic on the future of European economies.
Special facto rs with in Europe were blamed, but worldwide economi c stagflation and the failure of the
U.S. economy to perform as well as had been hoped
were cited. Also, economic malaise, slow growth
and high unemp o ynent seem likely to continue for
a considerabl e ti e , making it even more likely
that Conunun i st pol itical parties will maintain
their position and grow. Temporary setbacks have
occurred in France within the Communist party in
its split with the left-wing of the Socialist
parties and its confrontations with Soviet doctrines,
but it seems likely that it will be an increasingly
key factor i n the rebounding power of the left.
The Italian Communist party may have
suffered some slight temporary slowdown, but its
progress over the past two years is likely to
continue, although perhaps not getting it to true
majority status.
In Portug al, the setback to the leftwing forces in recent years was thought to have
been more permanent and hard to reverse, even
though the economy is hurting badly and poverty
is rampant. With the fall of the Soares' government, it now has an opportunity to rebound rapidly
and to split with Leninist doctrine.
In neighboring Spain, the legitimization of the Communist party and the sophisticated
and highly independent outlook of Communist party
leaders make further expansion of its influence
extremely likely. The necessity of government
co~~ unication with the party has been recognized
as necessary to furthe r bury the spectre of the
Civil War~
In classifying the respective Communist
parties of these four nations, it is possible to
identify ideologies in r elat ion to Marxism, Stalinism
and Leninism. This was attempted by some who commente d at the Trilateral Commission meeting. Th ere
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was agreement that "de-Stalinization " of a party
meant abandonment of the totally repressive, subservient-to-Moscow ' approach of that Soviet regime.
"De-Leninization," on the other hand, was understood as an abandonment of long-term goals of
unified world revolution and Communist domination
in foreign policy, and acceptance of a broad degree
of nationalism, even to ' the extent of participating
as a component in existing national government
frameworks. It was generally agreed that ideologically all four parties remained Marxist-Socialist
in , the sense of endorsing total state ownership.
But, as we have seen, the Italian Communist party
has not even adhered to this position in current
governmental policies and has talked of returning
certain nationalized industries ,to the private
sector. So measured, these standard classificatio'ns were generally agreed upon as follows:
THE FRENCH COMMUNIST PARTY:
ne-Stalinized and perhaps considerably de-Leninized, although internally this battle still seems to be
going oni
THE ITALIAN COMMUNIST PARTY:

It is considered to be de-Stalinized
and probably de-Leninized with some
indications of occasional retrogression;
THE PORTUGUESE COMMUNIST PARTY:
While probably de-Stalinized on the
one hand, it is definitely n~t deLeninized, and up to today, ~t h~s
been very much outside of the ex~st
ing governmental structure; and
THE SPANISH COMMUNIST PARTY:
Considered to be de-Stalinized, but
there is a good deal of dispute as
to whether or not de-Le ninization
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h~s taken place to a point consistent

w~th.the acceptance of the party in

' a maJor :ole in any government despite
leadersh1p protestations;
~e·cently (November 27, New York Times)
~t formally changed its doctrine from

"Marxist-Leninist " to simple "Marxist ,.
and expects to d rop the Leninist identity
entirely.
A most controversial and interesting argument occurred as to classifications and turned on
whether the statements of party leaders themselves
can be taken as evidence of the doctrinal and operating positions of the parties should they ever attain
a position of control or substantial participation
in the government.
In response to the quotes of
such leaders offered in support of the draft report's position, one eminent Trilateral participant
resurrec t ed statements for the last forties by
various national leaders of the now hard-line I ron
Cur t ain governments. The point was made. As for
tod ay, it is plainly possible to g e t too rich for
the soviets to stomach. Th is was shown in early
November, this year, when Santiag o Ca rillo, the
Spanish Communist l e ader, was b arred from speaking in Moscow at the 60th a nnivers a ry of the
Bolshe vik Re volution.
Ultimate'ly, whatever the acceptance of
the statements of the respective commu~ist.p ~ rty
le a ders might be, the judgment~ of des~rab~llty of
weste rn cooperation vary. Att1tude s of ~elegates
from the united State s, Canad a, Great Brltain, we st
Ge rmany and the low countries toward the Euro.
Communist impact on defense a n d i n ternational affa~rs
turn large1y on whn~ ouoh partir. i p a tion seems
likely to bring to the ir own n ations.
As to economics and trade, it is hard
to see that there is much to be lost by at least
qua l ified acceptance of a ny Euro-Communist dominated
nation except where there is a total lack of
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cooperation, such as in early castroism. It seems
unlikely that a Communist party in Italy or France
could successfully advocate and bring about a total
departure from the European economic community without enormously d isrupting effects to the well-being
of their countries. As to Spain and Portugal, not
yet members of the OECD and not likely to become
members in the near future, North American countries
or even the European common market countries have
little reason for embarking upon economic ostracism
simply because of Communists in the government, or,
perhaps, even in control of the government. For
example, in dealing with a country such as Rumania,
the united States has been trying to build up our
trade relationships, even recognizing total Co~,u 
nist control.
More difficult questions arise as to
national and regional defense considerations. Here
most sensitive issues for the United States and its
western European allies are involved. Admitting
that the NATO defense structure as to conventional
defense capabilities is a shaky one depending (in
conventional threat) on the continued presence
of American troops in large numbers and on a tactical
nuclear capability. Strategically, it devolves
to the hostage-related nuclear umbrella of the
United States. Even the most sanguine exponents
of the case for NATO reform in conventional capability must admit, I feel, that it will be a
considerable period before this could change.
It would also involve many difficult, unanswered
questions. A key one is our traditional COIDrr,itment to a forward defense doctrine, retained because it is politically indispensible to the required strong support of West Germany. Moreover,
the current disposition of forces of the NATO
countries would require immediate, large-scale,
confusing and, perhaps impossible, redeployment
aml create enormous supply problems at the outset of any conventional conflict. A related
question currently in discussion is the continued
u.s. development of the neutron bomb as a weapon
designed to meet the enormous superiority of the
Soviet and Warsaw Pact countries' tank forces.
Another poser is the limitations to which the U.S.
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has apparently agreed at SALT II on the
the cruise miss'l
1'"
range of
k'l
~ es,
~m~t~ng the range to 300
1 omet~rs and thus taking the weapon out of
7trateg~c land-based capability. Thus limite~
1td~oUld not effec~ively respond to Russia's i~ter
me ~ate range ball~stic missile threat.
.
It does,not seem likely that public attitudes 1n France, 1ncluding the current and growing
strength ~f the Communists and of allie d Socialist
groups, w~ll make possible a reentry or even incre~sed cooperation of French forces with NATO forces
unt~l too late to be a relevant, reliable factor
in conventional European defense capabi l ities.
As to Italy, it may be questioned whether
its possible contribution to a NATO defense structure
is really worth worrying about very much, except as
to whether it makes southern bases available to
NATO forces and denies them to a potential enemy.
Otherwise, considering the lack of offensive capability, it is hard to see how Communist participation in the Italian government would be embarrassing
to NATO's European continental defense concepts
except, perhaps, in the area of intelligence and
partisan activities.
A more serious d anger from Italy would
come in a peripheral conflict in the eastern
Mediterranean or the Mid -East, where a denial
of Italian bases could be very harmful. Because
British, West German and possibly low country
defense establishments are extremely s e nsitive,
key information either on weapons or operations
is not likely to be shared advertently with a
Euro-Communist France , Spain, Portugal or even
Italy, although the security problem is always
present. Spain and Portugal, ~h7r7 the U.S. has
already limit~n military capablll~les and ~he
national forces are mostly domest~c~~~y Ol...Lented,
seem unlikely to play any key :ole :n, European
defense against aggressive SOvlet m~~ltary forces
threatening or deploye d in a con~entl0nal :ole.
However, they would probably be ~mport~n~ ~n
d ' bases to the Russians and reta~n~ng for
t~~Y~~~t a degree of operating potential. Whether
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additional Communist participation in or control
of those governments would deny this is hard to
predict . There is even doubt, on this question
with present governments. Probably, total Communist control or even important Communist particil?ation in their governments might seriously
Jeopardize such a European or Mid-Eastern defense
role.
Certainly, in both Spain and Portugal it
is a factor not , to be .o verlooked in determining
u.s. attitudes toward Communism in those countries.
Weighed against the possibly adverse
effect of Euro-Communist inroads on NATO economic
and defense communities must be the impact that
growing Euro-Communism is likely to have on the
Soviet Union and satellite countries behind the
Iron Curtain. This is difficult to assess, but
we must conjecture that the effect would be considerable if, as seems possible, the tendencies
to nationalism and economic integration with the
west remain or become not only accepted doctrine
but operating precepts for Eur.o -Communists participating in or controlling governments. The very
structure of Soviet control over its satellites
depends on acceptance without question of the right
to dominate and direct military and national
security policies of Communist bloc nations.
But now, even in the economic and cultural areas,
an increasing degree of independence has been
reluctantly allowed, and its growth in satellite
countries clearly is of profound concern to the
hard-liners in the soviet hierarchy.
The direction of that hierarchy itself
will be an essential element. While incr~ased
communication and contacts with the west appear
to be developing steadily, few, if any, of the
observers at the Bonn talks felt that any major
change had occurred or was likely to occur in
gov~c~

1c~dcroh~p

Q~~~~ude~.

The ~n c ~ea~e~

strength of the younger generation coming up
in the Soviet · military tends to make it clear
that the soviet outlook toward liberalizing
change remains . hard-line -- or " conse:vativ~.11
Increase, in power, independence and d~spers~on
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of thinking of Communist part i es in the f o ur democratic European nations in question must disturb
such leadership, but is unlikely to change its
principal resolve. The result might turn ,out
to be a digging-in of the heels and a harder line
against liberalization ~ i thin the satellites and
Russia itself.
In the Communist bloc countries, h owever,
the emergence of Euro- Communism must have already
give n considerable encouragement to splitting away
from the Soviets o~ economic and cultural lines.
Whether this goes deep enough to involve the
military is doubtful. Excluding major domestic
political disruptions, the impact upon military
capabilities of the Warsaw Pa ct woul d be minimal
except in the unlikely event of such broadly
demonstrated Soviet weakness.
As to the 'rest of the world, and particularly ~uch areas as the Middle East and the Far
East, disruptive ~ffects upon international trade ,
international relations or military considerations
resulting from Euro- Communi sm seem unlikel~ to
become an important 'factor.
The fuel requ~re
ments of western Europe from the Middle East would
remain the same. Japanese attitudes, if one can
judge by increased contacts in dealing with Nort h

Korea and mainland China, i~dicate ~o rel~ctance
to
e building econom~c relat~ons w1th
to con ~nu
d estern European countr~es,
Euro-Comrnun~st dom~na~e bW any particular advantage
nor would,ther 7 seem °Inemainland China, d octrine
for them 1n d01ng sOcommunist activity that is
thing representing
is to encourage any
anti-soviet. As l~ngd~~i~~iion is i n corporated
a threat to MO~cOW ~ lerance and even greater
in Euro-commun~sm, 0
support can be expected.
even dispos~t1ve ,
The final, perhaps
that led to the
' der and the one
lated
factor to cons~
0' h Bonn discussions, re
most c'o ntroversy ~n ~ e united States if Euroto the effect upon t e
d min ate or to be the .
ommunism should com~ to 0 estern European nat1ons:
~ontrolling e l ement ~n i~~t~e change in the strateg~c
There would seem to e
0

0

'

0

'
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nuclear balance resulting from dominant or controlling Communist participation in those countries.
A sole exception might be I t aly, as a possible
base for aircraft, or, perhaps, even long-range
cruise missiles -- if we even permit ourselves to
have them.
However, that would be building on a
capability not particul a rly relie d on today and
would hardly seem to be useful so long as northern
European bases are held.
The build-up of economic and trade considerations by the Buro-Communist elements in
France, Italy, Spain and Portugal probably would
not greatly affect our situation unless they should
bring total disruption of the 'economies of those
countries.
That might come about if there should
be a total takeover by truly Marxist-Socialist
governments. Americ a n business interests in
Europe are heavy, both through multilateral
corporations and direct investments. The adverse impact that woul d come from b road-scale
expropriation or closing would certainly be .
disruptive. Asi de from that, ' however, our increased trade with eastern bloc countries would
be likely, in the long run, to be more than
emulated by our dealings with Euro-Communist
dominated western European nations, regardless
of the nice ties of the particular brand name
of Communism involved.
Aside from the economic and military
considerations, one more result must be taken
heavily into consideration. This is the effect
on the u.s. of an Euro-Communist surge in Europe.
This is psychological attitudes of Americans
generally, and especially Ame rican political
figures in the Congress and the executive branch
will be determinative. There remains a basic '
J\mQrioan miotru:'lt of governmenLo in(;orporat1ng
or controlled by any Communist party. This seems
almost sure to result in unfavorable reactions,
to say the least, toward ~conomi~ ~ssistance.or
cooperation, or even cont~nued m ~l~tary comm~t
ment to NATO ' if Euro-Communism becomes a significant force.
This was the crux of the powerful
opposition that developed to the report's language
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duri~g the discussions in West Germany this Oct b
Amer1can leaders could not sit still and
to er.
agreea~le or 7ven,tolerable the concept o~c~~~o_as
C~mm~n1st dom1n~t10n o~ free world nations, even
w1th1n democrat1C trad1tions and institutions
~he
had to e~press serious reservation both withi~ thei~
own fee11ngs and their reflected assessment of likely public reaction in America.
In international
decisions, perceptions are often as important as
facts, and the question as to Euro-Communism may
well be how great a threat is perceived, rather
than how great it really is. This is key to the
problem faced by the president and his national
security chief, Zbigniew Brezezinski. Trilateral
participants from northern European countries seemed
surprised at our delegates' reaction. But I believe they were impressed by it to a degree that
will result in major changes in the final report
of the rapporteurs for the Commission on this
question.
It could foster better understanding
in Europe of probable U.S. response. Whether it
is wise or unwise to pursue an aggressive policy
of opposition to the growth of Euro-Communism is
not the question. The question is what its effect
would be on United States' cooperation in vital
areas. U.S. participants' protestations should
at least serve as warning to Europeans on future
United States' government and public opinion
attitudes. Fortunately, this argument has surfaced at this particular time, not because it
is likely to change U.S. opinion, human rights
oriented under the Carter administration and
suspicious of Communism under any cloak as it
is, but, rather, because the truth is that the
United States can probably do very little about
whether Euro-Communism grows and becomes an
important or controlling force in the countries
involved . . If our country does decide on a course
Of action, i t will be de~irQble to havo had thQ
question presented to leadership in the executive
b ranch and the Congress and, peripherally at
least, to the American people. It would be
foolish for our leadership to attempt to take
a definitive position where public opinion is
concerned or to tie our hands by threats or
co~\itments to respond to specific Euro-Communist

